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Abstract
Reaction times and response latencies are required to measure a variety of ability and personality 

traits. If reaction times are used to measure rather elementary cognitive tasks, the inter-individual vari-
ance in the measured reaction times are usually small in the sense that the central 50 percent of a norm 
population range within less than 100ms. Technical measurement errors therefore have the potential to 
seriously affect the validity of diagnostic judgments based on such measures. Thus the target of this 
paper is to investigate the magnitude of possible errors of measurement due to technical reasons and to 
suggest ways to prevent or at least consider those in the diagnostic process. 

In Study I a highly precise 'artificial respondent' was applied to simulate reactions corresponding to 
a given percentile rank on 3 different tests (DG-Lokation CORPORAL, Alertness TAP-M, RT/S9 
Vienna Test System) on 11 different computer systems. The result output of the tests was compared to 
the reaction times, actually provided by the artificial respondent. Results show, that there are detectable 
errors of measurement - depending on the hardware and software specifications of the computer system 
used. In the test DG-Lokation these bias caused an offset in the tests main variable of up to 20 percen-
tile ranks. 

In Study II a self-calibration unit which is part of the Vienna Test System (Version 6.40) was in-
vestigated, using the same experimental setup. After calibration, the bias detected can be reduced to the 
magnitude of about 1 percentile rank on all computer systems tested. 

It thus can be concluded, that time critical computer based tests typically bear the risk of technical 
errors of measurement. Depending on how the test is programmed, the errors arising on some computer 
configurations can cause even severe changes in diagnostic judgment formation. In contrast, self-
calibration proved to be an effective tool to permitting the user not only to control but also to ensure the 
precision of measurement, independent of the properties of the computer system he is administering his 
test on. 
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Introduction

One of the major advantages of computerised psychological testing resides in the oppor-
tunities it provides for measuring ability and personality traits that cannot be assessed using 
traditional paper-and-pencil tests (cf. Klinck, 2006; Kubinger, 2006; Wagner-Menghin, 
2003). For example, computerised measurements can be taken of the reaction times involved 
in various aspects of attention (eg. Perception & Attention Functions (WAF: Sturm. 2006)), 
executive functions or implicit self-concepts (using Implicit Association Tests IAT: 
Greenwald, McGhee & Schwarz, 1998).

As Table 1 makes clear, these measurement paradigms often provide very small inter-
individual variance though. It is therefore crucial that time measurements are accurate at 
millisecond level.  

In order to accomplish this goal computerised test systems have to enable an extremely 
precise measurement of response latencies. Even technical errors of measurement of the 
order of hundredths of a second have the potential to cause a significant shift in diagnostic 
judgments that are based entirely, or at least in parts, on the results of computerised tests. 
This raises the question of whether technical errors of measurement of relevant size can 
occur on modern computer systems. It is often argued that, within certain limits, increasingly 
powerful computer systems enable increasingly precise measurement of reaction times and 
response latencies (cf. MacInnes & Taylor, 2001; Forster & Forster, 2003).  However, others 
have expressed concern that the more complex graphical user interface of Microsoft Win- 

Table 1:
Width of the normal range (PR 25 - PR 75) for various reaction-time-based paradigms. The more 
complex the cognitive ability required by the test, the wider the inter-individual variance. Where 

very basal performance dimensions are concerned, measurement errors therefore have a 
particularly marked effect.  

Dimension Test Width of the 
normal range Source

Alertness TAP-M 66 ms Zimmermann & Fimm, 2005 
Alertness
(intrinsic visual) WAFA 76 ms Sturm, 2006 

DG - Lokation* CORPORAL 93 ms --- 
Divided attention TAP-M 226 ms Zimmermann & Fimm, 2005 
Divided attention 
(unimodal visual) WAFG 200 ms Sturm, 2006 

Selective attention 
(unimodal visual) WAFS 149 ms Sturm, 2006 

Stroop effect 
(reading interference) STROOP 180 ms Puhr & Wagner-Menghin, 

1993
Reaction ability 
(visual stimuli) RT 162 ms Schuhfried & Prieler, 1994 

*The norm tables of the CORPORAL test system are not given in the test manual; the details given are taken 
directly from the test’s norm files.  
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dows operating systems makes direct control of stimulus display and reaction input more 
difficult. This presents a potential risk for the precision of measurement of reaction times and 
response latencies (cf. Myors, 1999; Plant, Hammond & Whitehouse, 2002; Plant, 
Hammond & Turner, 2004). Since there is a large and constantly varying range of computer 
systems on the market, and these computers are made up of the latest components from di-
verse suppliers, it is hardly likely that, on the hardware side, two different computer systems 
will yield identical measurement results. As an example, Plant, Hammond and Whitehouse 
(2003) showed that even changing the computer mouse applied, could have a major effect on 
time measurements. 

The particular problem of technical errors of measurement at millisecond level is that the 
user is not in a position to witness if such errors exist. It is obvious that technical errors of 
measurement cannot be identified “with the naked eye”. Moreover, methods of analysing the 
reliability of tests suffer from a similar problem. The most problematic aspect of technical 
errors of measurement is that they represent a (computer) system-dependent bias, which 
cannot be reduced by extending the length of a test. In a typical reliability study each partici-
pant works a certain number of items on one out of a number of computer systems. The 
internal consistency is calculated from the ratio of the variance within the subject’s reactions 
to the variance between the different subjects (cf. Dawis, 2000). Since a respondent does not 
change computer system during the test session, the variance within his reactions is unaf-
fected by any system-dependent bias; the variance between subjects, however, is increased 
by the system-dependent biases, since it is affected not only by the variation between the 
individuals tested but also by variation between the computer systems used. Rather than 
becoming apparent in reliability studies, technical errors of measurement even lead to over-
estimation of the internal consistency of the test investigated. 

Typical reasons for technical errors of measurement and strategies for compensation 

Technical errors of measurement can be considered as a sum of numerous small errors in 
different parts of the measurement process. They can in principle arise in connection with 
three different aspects of time-based tests:  the presentation of the stimulus material, the 
internal timer and the detection of reactions.  In modern computer systems the accuracy of 
the timer is usually given (MacInnes & Taylor, 2001). However, it is theoretically possible 
for interference from high-priority processes which are running in the background to lead to 
brief interruptions in the test program. To a large extent, this can be prevented by appropriate 
programming of the tests. It is nevertheless advisable to use the computers only for test ad-
ministration and to ensure that during the assessment process no other programs are running 
in the background. 

Technical errors in the detection of reactions are usually dependent on the input device 
used. It is perfectly possible for delays in the detection of the reaction occasioned by charac-
teristics of the input device to be of the order of several milliseconds. The use of standard-
ised input devices provided by the manufacturer of the test system is therefore recom-
mended. While this does not guarantee that errors of measurement of this type will not oc-
cur, the user can at least expect that any of these errors will have been taken into account in 
the norms supplied with the test.  
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Aspects of the presentation of the stimulus material are also an important source of tech-
nical measurement errors. It is hardly surprising that a stimulus does not appear on the screen 
at exactly the moment at which the program gives the relevant order. The processing of the 
command and writing the data into the memory of the graphics card requires a certain 
amount of time, which depends on the performance of the computer and the graphics card. 
Moreover, programs intended to optimise graphics display can have a disruptive effect. An 
example is the Desktop Window Manager (DWM; cf. MSDN, 2007) in Microsoft Windows 
Vista. It must also be borne in mind that the screen is only updated at a particular refresh 
rate, and that this causes further delay. In case of synchronous screen display mode, test 
presentation programs can take refresh rates into account and can therefore precisely predict 
when graphical information will become visible on screen (cf. Xie, Yang, Yang & He, 
2005); however, many commonly available video cards do not support the vSync signal. A 
test that makes use of synchronous display would be incompatible with these systems or 
would yield significant measurement errors.   

For the majority of the error sources mentioned above the size of the measurement error 
can be estimated from the technical specification of the computer system used. Thus the 

delay in picture display has an expectancy value of 500E
f

 with an equally distributed 

range of values between 1000[0; ]
f

, where f is the refresh rate of the monitor. The factor of 

1000 is used because of the different dimensioning of display delay (ms) and refresh rate 

( 1Hz
s

). Provided that the test developer has in-depth knowledge of the construction of 

computerised tests, many of the relevant sources of technical errors of measurement can be 
similarly compensated for by taking their expectancy values into account.  What remains are 
mostly uniformly or normally distributed random error components with an expectancy 
value of 0. Thus, given a sufficient amount of items the remaining error is only small. 

Relevance of technical errors of measurement in applied psychological assessment 

Technical errors of measurement can have far-reaching consequences for the validity of 
diagnostic decisions. Two areas of applied psychological assessment that are particularly 
affected by the technical accuracy of reaction time measurements are traffic psychological 
assessment and clinical neuropsychological assessment.  

In several European countries individuals have to undergo a mandatory medical-
psychological assessment in order to prolong or regain their driver’s licence. The result of 
this assessment has extensive legal consequences for the respondents (cf. Bukasa, Chaloupka 
& Christ, 2001; Kroj, 1995). In accordance with legal regulations in Germany (FeV Annexe 
5.2) and Austria (FSG-GV §18), psychologists have to administer several reaction-time-
based tests to assess the client’s reaction speed and attention (cf. BASt, 2000; Kroj, 1995; 
Schuhfried, 2005). In this regard one has to keep in mind that not only the tests but also the 
process of judgment formation is governed by legal regulations (cf. BASt, 2000; Schubert, 
Schneider, Eisenmenger & Stephan, 2005). According to these regulations, drivers with 
driver license class A or B have to reach a percentile rank of PR  16 in all ability tests ad-
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ministered in order to be considered to be fit to drive. If the respondent’s performance lies 
below this critical threshold in one or more of the tests administered the diagnostician needs 
to ensure that these deficiencies can be compensated for through the respondent’s strengths 
in other driving-related ability or personality traits, or that they can be attributed to situ-
ational variables not related to driving. If neither of these possibilities provides an adequate 
explanation of the respondent’s performance but data obtained in the anamnesis argue for the 
respondent’s fitness to drive, the diagnostician can conduct a standardised driving test to 
enable the respondent to demonstrate his/her fitness to drive (BASt, 2000; Schubert et al., 
2005). The guidelines for assessment thus propose a hierarchical structure of the diagnostic 
process. Technical errors of measurement in the initial stages may thus affect the fairness, 
reasonableness and even the validity of the entire process. Let us consider a case in which 
the respondent exhibits a performance in reaction-time-based measures that is above the 
critical threshold (PR  16). However, as a result of technical errors of measurement his or 
her performance is assessed as lying below this threshold. At best, the respondent simply has 
to undergo some further stages in the assessment process which would not have been neces-
sary. This ‘merely’ leads to an increase in motivational and financial strain. However, in the 
worst case the technical error of measurement may lead to an incorrect diagnostic decision. 
Furthermore, one has to bear in mind that technical errors of measurement may exert differ-
ential effects depending on the specific configuration of the computer. At the very least this 
will affect the quality criterion of fairness (cf. Kubinger, 2006).  

Another area of applied psychological assessment that is heavily affected by the preci-
sion of the technical measurement of reaction times and response latencies is clinical neuro-
psychological assessment. According to Strubreither and Mayl (2004) and Sturm (2000), two 
of its main tasks are to provide (1) detailed descriptions of cognitive and personality-related 
deficiencies following brain injuries and (2) necessary information for a theory-based inter-
vention planning. As has been outlined by various researchers, attention disorders are among 
the most common symptoms in a variety of brain injuries (cf. Lezak, 1995; Stuss, Shallice, 
Alexander, & Picton, 1995; van Zomeren & Brouwer, 1994). Most commonly used measures 
of the various facets of attention rely heavily on reaction times as their main variables. How-
ever most of these measures feature a small inter-individual variance (cf. Table 1) making 
them vulnerable to technical errors of measurement. For instance, due to technical measure-
ment errors one may overlook deficiencies in intensity components of attention (e.g. alert-
ness, sustained attention) due to the smaller range of their inter-individual variation in the 
measured response latencies while deficiencies in selectivity aspects of attention (e.g. selec-
tive, focused and divided attention) may still be detectable. This does not only affect the 
validity of the descriptions of cognitive deficiencies of the client, but also affects the inter-
vention plan. Sturm, Willmes, Orgass and Hartje (1997) demonstrated that specific trainings 
tailored toward the deficiencies of the individual clients are required to improve their im-
pairments and that non-specific training programs might even lead to deterioration in per-
formance.  

The sections above highlight only two areas of applied psychological assessment that 
may be effected by technical errors of measurement of reaction times. Nevertheless, the 
discussion indicates that technical errors of measurement may have a serious impact on the 
quality of the entire diagnostic process. In the following section we will thus outline some 
means of handling technical errors of measurement that have been proposed in the literature. 
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Handling technical errors of measurement 

There are many different suggestions on how technical errors of measurement should be 
dealt with. Schubert et al. (2005) proposed to circumvent the problem associated with tech-
nical errors of measurement by resorting to confidence intervals of the main variables and 
interpret them in the client’s favour. This, however, is not helpful, since – as demonstrated 
above – the confidence interval contains no information about the technical error of meas-
urement.  Both the individual being tested and the decision-maker on whose behalf the test-
ing is being carried out are entitled to expect the most precise measurement possible. Any 
adjustment of error ranges (whether they are established empirically or pragmatically) in 
favour of one of these two parties – and thus by definition at the expense of the other – is not 
a viable solution.

Kubinger (1984) proposed an approach in which the error risks are weighted according 
to the extent of the undesirable effects that could arise from the particular error; errors that 
have seriously damaging consequences are weighted more strongly than errors that have 
more minor consequences. This at least ensures that the social damage caused by technical 
errors of measurement is as far as possible minimised. An alternative solution is Mastery 
Testing (de Gruijter & Hambleton, 1984; van der Linden, 1990); here the undesirable effect 
of potential decisions errors is taken into account at test level. On the basis of a probabilistic 
test model and assumptions of the undesirable effect to be expected from the possible errors 
of measurement and the undesirable effect that arises from extending test length, a tailored 
test (Lord, 1968) is ended at the exact point at which the resulting undesirable effect is 
minimised – that is, when the shortest possible test length is combined with the lowest possi-
ble weighted resultant decision error risks. 

The solution proposed by Schneider (2007) involves a hierarchical diagnostic process in 
which additional assessment methods are called on if there are concerns that a test result may 
be affected by technical errors of measurement; however, this method also fails to solve the 
problem. The main weakness of this approach is that the sole basis for deciding whether 
additional tests should be used is the test result itself, which may be affected by technical 
errors of measurement.  The only way of resolving this dilemma would be to measure each 
required dimension by means of several independent tests based on different methods of 
measurement. However this process would be relatively uneconomical. 

Another way of avoiding technical errors of measurement suggested in the literature is 
marketing the entire hardware as an integral component of the test system (e.g. ART2020, 
Bukasa, 1999). This would appear to guarantee that the technical error of measurement is 
identical to the one which occurred during the norm studies. The technical error of measure-
ment is thus assumed to be compensated for in the standardisation process.  However, prob-
lems arise in the practical implementation of this approach. Computer systems of a particular 
type do not usually remain on the market for more than a few months. Furthermore, there is 
no guarantee that two computer systems built by the same manufacturer to an identical speci-
fication actually consist of completely identical components. The “identity” of the complete 
systems cannot therefore be guaranteed. To expect two systems manufactured in different 
years to be identical is entirely unrealistic. This means that this approach leads to problems, 
once one needs to update the norms after a period of, for example, 5-8 years. In order to 
handle this problem within this approach, each batch would thus need to contain norms, 
which take the specific technical error of measurement of that batch into account.  
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Formulation of the problem 

Based on the theoretical considerations and the practical relevance of the technical preci-
sion of measurement of response latencies outlined above, the following series of studies 
aims to investigate two main research questions: (1) whether system specific technical errors 
of measurement of reaction times occur on modern computers and (2) whether self-
calibrating test systems would provide a sufficient means to fulfill even the highest demands 
on the technical measurement precision of reaction times. 

Since computerised psychological assessment is primarily conducted on Microsoft Win-
dows based platforms, the studies will be limited to this type of computer systems. Some of 
the technical problems, mentioned earlier, would apply to other operating systems as well. 
Research by MacInnes & Taylor (2001) states that technical precision of measurement might 
be even harder to achieve on Apple or Linux platforms than on Windows based computers.  

STUDY I: Precision of measurement for uncalibrated computer systems 

The initial study was designed to investigate whether relevant measurement errors due to 
technical reasons are to be expected at all. The measurement setup was tested on 11 com-
puter systems that were representative of those in practical service at the time of the study. In 
selecting the computer systems care was taken to ensure a wide variation in particular hard-
ware and software components. Three frequently used time-critical tests from different de-
velopers were installed on the computer systems and tested. These tests were the subtest 
'DG-Lokation' from the CORPORAL test system (Berg & Schubert, 1999), the subtest 
'Alertness' from the TAP-M test battery (Zimmermann & Fimm, 2005) and the 'Reaction 
Test' RT/S9 (Schuhfried & Prieler, 1994) from the Vienna Test System.  All the computer 
systems applied meet the system requirements of the versions of the tests that were used. 

Method 

To test the precision of the reaction time measurement, an 'artificial respondent' is used. 
The appearance of the visual stimulus is detected by means of a very fast and highly sensi-
tive photo diode. The signal is amplified and transformed into a digital signal using a thresh-
old value detector. This triggers a highly precise delay circuit, which after a pre-set interval 
closes a contact, causing a button to be pressed on the input device supplied by the test 
manufacturer as part of the system. Using the test’s norm table, the delay circuit is assigned a 
time interval that corresponds to the pre-defined percentile rank. Figure 1 (top) gives a sche-
matic view of the setup of the artificial respondent. 
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Figure 1:
Schematic setup of the 'artificial respondent' (top) and the calibration unit (bottom). The principal 
difference between the two systems is that the artificial respondent delays the transmission of the 
optical sensor’s signal by an amount of time that can be set in milliseconds before activating the 
input device.  It thus simulates the subject’s reaction. The calibration unit, by contrast, transmits 
the signal without delay and thus provides a direct measurement of the time that elapses between 

intended and actual display of the stimulus. 

The accuracy of measurement of the artificial respondent based on its technical specifica-
tion is to be expected in the range of microseconds. For this study, target scores in the lower 
performance range were used, since erroneous measurements here can lead to judgments that 
have particularly severe consequences for the respondent. Since not all the tests used provide 
norms that are accurate to a precise percentile rank, reaction times in the region of a percen-
tile rank of 21 or 33 were specified as target scores. 

Due to the fact that computerised tests are expected to be fair on the level of single-case 
judgment, the measurement was aggregated over the length of one test run (CORPORAL: 
128 items, TAP-M Alertness: 40 items, RT/S9: 28 items). 
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Results 

Where reactions in the range of a percentile rank of 21 were specified, all tests yielded 
some measurement inaccuracies. As Table 2 shows, the measurement errors are substantially 
more significant for the CORPORAL test system than for the other two products.  

Table 2:
Deviation of the normed test score reported by the test from the pre-set target value  (at percentile 

rank 21) in percentile rank points for Corporal (DG Lokation), TAP-M (Alertness) and the 
Vienna Test System (Reaction Test). 

Measurement error  
in percentile rank points  

Hardware configuration Corporal TAP-M 
Vienna 

Test
System 

Desktop PC 800MHz, 128MB RAM, WinXP 
Monitor Sony 446XS CRT 85Hz 1280x1024 -5 -3 + 1 

Desktop PC 1500MHz 512MB RAM Win2000 
Monitor Nokia 920C CRT 85Hz 1024x768 -5 cannot be run -1 

Desktop PC 2400MHz 512MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster 192v 70Hz 1280x1024 -11 -3 +1 

Desktop PC 800MHz 128MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster  192v 70Hz 1280x1024 -11 -5 0 

Desktop PC 2800MHz 480MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster 193P 75Hz 1280x1024 -11 -5 0 

IBM Thinkpad R51 Laptop 1500MHz 512MB RAM 
WinXP 
Monitor TFT 60Hz 1400x1500 

-11 -3 -1 

Acer Travelmate 517TE Laptop 366MHz 64MB RAM 
Win98
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-11 cannot be run -1 

Acer Travelmate 722TX Laptop 500MHz 64MB RAM 
Win98
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-11 cannot be run 0 

Acer Travelmate 525TX Laptop 700MHz 128MB 
RAM WinME 
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-11 cannot be run -2 

IBM Thinkpad 600E Laptop 500MHz 64MB RAM 
Win98
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-11 cannot be run -1 

IBM Thinkpad 600 Laptop 500MHz 1600MB RAM 
Win98
TFT 60Hz 800x600 

-16 cannot be run -1 
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For the measurements taken with the CORPORAL test program the artificial respondent 
was set to a reaction time of exactly 707 ms. According to the norm score table, this corre-
sponds to T=42 (PR=21). The reaction times recorded range between 712 and 776 ms, de-
pending on the computer configuration used. This corresponds to percentile ranks between 
PR=16 and PR=5.

For the measurements taken with the TAP-M test program the artificial respondent was 
set to a reaction time of exactly 250 ms. According to the norm score table, this corresponds 
to T=42 (PR=21). The reaction times reported by the test program range between 259 and 
262 ms, depending on the computer configuration used. This corresponds to percentile ranks 
of between PR=18 and PR=16.

For the measurements taken with the RT test program the artificial respondent was set to 
a reaction time of exactly 268 ms. According to the norm score table, this corresponds to a 
percentile rank of 20. The reaction times reported range between 266 and 278 ms, depending 
on the computer configuration used. This percentile ranks reported were between PR=21 and 
PR=18.

 The results for reactions specified to be in the range of a percentile rank of 33 are very 
similar (see Table 3). 

For the measurements taken with the CORPORAL test program the artificial respondent 
was set to a reaction time of exactly 684 ms. According to the norm score table, this corre-
sponds to T=45 (PR=33). The reaction times reported by the test program range between 694 
and 731 ms, depending on the computer configuration used. This corresponds to percentile 
ranks of between PR=10 und PR=21.

For the measurements taken with the TAP-M test program the artificial respondent was 
set to a reaction time of exactly 230 ms. According to the norm score table, this corresponds 
to  T=46 (PR=34). The reaction times reported by the test program range between 239 and 
243 ms, depending on the computer configuration used. The percentile rank reported was 
always PR=27.   

For the measurements taken with the RT test program the artificial respondent was set to 
a reaction time of exactly 244 ms. According to the norm score table, this corresponds to a 
percentile rank of 33. The reaction times reported by the test program range between 243 and 
254 ms, depending on the computer configuration used. The percentile ranks reported were 
between PR=29 and PR=34.

The results indicate that the technical accuracy of time measurement is influenced by a 
matter of milliseconds by the computer configuration applied. Particularly where tests have 
low inter-individual variance, technical errors of measurement can have a noticeable effect 
on the normed test scores.  Nevertheless one can expect shifts of the order of a few percentile 
rank points in the normed test scores to affect the diagnostic judgment only in very rare 
cases.

However, the results reported here show that, depending on the computer configuration, 
very significant deviations are as well possible. They are probably caused, when a rather 
naive concept of programming is applied and typical sources of timing errors are not consid-
ered. Biases of that magnitude bear the risk to violate the criteria fairness and validity.  
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Table 3:
Deviation of the normed test score reported by the test from the pre-set target value (at percentile 

rank 33) in percentile rank points for Corporal (DG Lokation), TAP-M (Alertness) and the 
Vienna Test System (Reaction Test).  

Measurement error  
in percentile rank points

Hardware configuration Corporal TAP-M Vienna Test 
System 

Desktop PC 800MHz, 128MB RAM, WinXP 
Monitor Sony 446XS CRT 85Hz 1280x1024 -12 -7 -1 

Desktop PC 1500MHz 512MB RAM Win2000 
Monitor Nokia 920C CRT 85Hz 1024x768 -12 cannot be run -2 

Desktop PC 2400MHz 512MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster 192v 70Hz 1280x1024 -17 -7 +1 

Desktop PC 800MHz 128MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster  192v 70Hz 1280x1024 -17 -7 -4 

Desktop PC 2800MHz 480MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster 193P 75Hz 1280x1024 -12 -7 -2 

IBM Thinkpad R51 Laptop 1500MHz 512MB RAM 
WinXP 
Monitor TFT 60Hz 1400x1500 

-17 -7 0 

Acer Travelmate 517TE Laptop 366MHz 64MB RAM 
Win98
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-17 cannot be run -4 

Acer Travelmate 722TX Laptop 500MHz 64MB RAM 
Win98
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-17 cannot be run -3 

Acer Travelmate 525TX Laptop 700MHz 128MB 
RAM WinME 
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-17 cannot be run 0 

IBM Thinkpad 600E Laptop 500MHz 64MB RAM 
Win98
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-17 cannot be run -4 

IBM Thinkpad 600 Laptop 500MHz 1600MB RAM 
Win98
TFT 60Hz 800x600 

-23 cannot be run -2 

STUDY II: Precision of measurement for calibrated computer systems 

Despite the deliberately wide range of the computer configurations used in Study I, there 
remains a risk that measurement errors could be even larger on other configurations, not 
represented in the study. It must also be recognised that these results are unlikely to be stable 
over time. The next generation of computer systems may use hardware or software that could 
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lead to significant measurement problems. Assessment of the measurement precision of 
different tests is therefore no more than a moderately effective quality assurance measure of 
the current state. 

It would be more effective to incorporate the technology used in the artificial respondent 
directly into the user interface of the test system and to provide the user with a means of 
directly calibrating his computer system. Figure 1 (bottom) provides a schematic representa-
tion of such a calibration unit. 

A similar approach was proposed by Plant, Hammond & Whitehouse (2002) in connec-
tion with the calibration of neuropsychological experiments.  However, if computerised tests 
are to be calibrated, it is not sufficient to calculate the measurement error of the system con-
figuration. The information obtained must be fed back into the test so that the measurements 
can be automatically corrected by the specific error. A calibration device that performs this 
function is available in the Vienna Test System 6.40 (2007). This study aimed to evaluate the 
effectiveness of this calibration function. As in Study I, an artificial respondent was used to 
calculate the measurement precision of different computer systems after calibration. 

Results 

Among the test systems used, only the Vienna Test System provides a self-calibration 
option. This study was therefore carried out only on the Reaction Test RT of the Vienna Test 
System. In principle it would be possible to calibrate the other two test systems using an 
external calibration system such as Black Box Toolkit (BBTK: Plant, Hammond & Turner, 
2004) and to correct the measurements manually. It should, however, be borne in mind that 
there is little purpose in carrying out precise measurements at one workstation if the test has 
been normed at workstations that have not been calibrated and that are therefore affected by 
a bias of unknown size. Table 4 shows the measurement errors for the Reaction Test RT/S9 
that remain after calibration. 

It can be seen that after calibration only small errors of measurement remain. These are 
not caused by systematic inaccuracies of measurement, but by the random error of the indi-
vidual reactions. Since these have an expectancy value of zero and a range corresponding to 
the reciprocal screen refresh rate, they are easy to estimate; as components of the test’s inter-
nal consistency they are in any case taken into account in any study of reliability. Moreover, 
this residual error can by further reduced at will by increasing the number of items. 

Discussion

The present article demonstrates that technical errors of measurement of reaction times 
do occur on modern computer systems. Some tests resort to reaction times or response laten-
cies as main variables to enable the measurement of latent traits that cannot be assessed 
otherwise. However, some of these tests feature a very low inter-individual variance in reac-
tions times. These tests are most vulnerable to the effects of technical errors of measure-
ments which can give rise to significant judgments errors. 
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Table 4:
Deviation of the normed test score reported by the test from the pre-set target value for the 

Vienna Test System (Reaction Test) after calibration.  

 Measurement error in percentile rank points  

Hardware configuration Error Target value 
 PR 20 

Error Target value 
PR 33 

Desktop PC 800MHz, 128MB RAM, WinXP 
Monitor Sony 446XS CRT 85Hz 1280x1024 -1 0 

Desktop PC 1500MHz 512MB RAM Win2000 
Monitor Nokia 920C CRT 85Hz 1024x768 0 0 

Desktop PC 2400MHz 512MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster 192v 70Hz 
1280x1024

0 0 

Desktop PC 800MHz 128MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster  192v 70Hz 
1280x1024

0 -1 

Desktop PC 2800MHz 480MB RAM WinXP 
Monitor Samsung SyncMaster 193P 75Hz 
1280x1024

0 +1 

IBM Thinkpad R51 Laptop 1500MHz 512MB 
RAM WinXP 
Monitor TFT 60Hz 1400x1500 

-1 +1 

Acer Travelmate 517TE Laptop 366MHz 64MB 
RAM Win98 
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

0 0 

Acer Travelmate 722TX Laptop 500MHz 64MB 
RAM Win98 
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-2 -1 

Acer Travelmate 525TX Laptop 700MHz 
128MB RAM WinME 
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-1 0 

IBM Thinkpad 600E Laptop 500MHz 64MB 
RAM Win98 
TFT 60Hz 1024x768 

-1 +1 

IBM Thinkpad 600 Laptop 500MHz 1600MB 
RAM Win98 
TFT 60Hz 800x600 

-1 +1 

However, the results of the first study indicates that careful test development and detailed 
analysis of the potential sources of technical errors can compensate for a large proportion of 
these technical errors of measurement. The residual error range is rather small and relevant 
only where very high measurement precision is required. However, where test development 
has involved a more naïve approach to the problems of time measurement very large meas-
urement errors are possible depending on the specifications of the computer systems applied.  
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The second study demonstrated that even the highest standards of measurement precision 
can be met comparatively simply by using self-calibrating test systems. The major advantage 
of this approach resides in the fact that it gives the diagnostician control over the computer-
ised measuring equipment. Additionally, calibration systems provide the test manufacturer 
with technically high-quality means of evaluating their own tests. Error ranges and ways of 
compensating for them can thus be analyzed and clearly documented in the test manuals, 
further increasing the transparency of the test development process. Such systems also en-
able the user to check the measurement precision of the test and to keep the precision of 
measurement constant even in the face of major changes to the hardware used. 

The Windows Vista operating system has further increased the technical demands made 
on highly precise time measurement. Tests that offered very precise measurement under 
Windows XP and earlier operating systems might run the risk of yielding significant techni-
cal errors of measurement under Windows Vista. An exploratory study has revealed a num-
ber of new sources of errors that could result in technical errors of measurement of up to 
about 100 ms. It is likely, therefore, that there will be an increasing need for sufficiently 
exact computerised tests measuring ability and personality traits, which feature a very small 
inter-individual variance in the reaction times or response latencies.  
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